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Abstract
Gaussian pentachoron weights can be used for constructing algebraic
realizations of four-dimensional Pachner moves. Here, we consider a natu-
ral ‘gauge equivalence’ for such weights with one and two bosonic—i.e.,
commuting—variables on 3-faces. For the one-boson case, all generic
weights turn out to be gauge equivalent. For the two-boson case, and
generic weights, their gauge equivalence classes are parameterized by mul-
tiplicative 2-cocycles. Moreover, a generic two-boson weight can be reduced
by a gauge transformation to a delta-function form.
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to shed some light on the algebraic nature of ‘Gaussian
pentachoron weights’ that can be used in constructing four-dimensional topo-
logical quantum field theories. As explained below, the word ‘bosonic’ in the
title simply means that we are using commuting variables, in contrast with the
‘fermionic’ case and anti-commuting variables in papers [2, 3, 4].
1.1 Pentachoron weights and algebraic realizations of
four-dimensional Pachner moves
Pentachoron weight is an algebraic expression put in correspondence to a penta-
choron (=4-simplex) in a triangulation of a piecewise linear (PL) four-manifold.
These weights must be able to compose in some way when pentachora are glued
together, so as a quantity belonging to the whole manifold could be obtained from
them. This quantity can be called invariant if it does not depend on a specific
triangulation. As two triangulations can be transformed one into the other by a
sequence of Pachner moves [7, 6]—elementary triangulation re-buildings—there
must exist some algebraic equalities involving pentachoron weights (or, more gen-
erally, n-simplex weights in the case of n-manifolds), corresponding naturally to
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Pachner moves. Such equalities are called algebraic realizations of Pachner moves,
or simply Pachner move relations.
1.2 Gaussian exponentials as pentachoron weights
A simple and natural idea is to try pentachoron weights in the form of Gaussian
exponentials—exponentials of quadratic forms—of some variables living on the
faces of a pentachoron. Let these faces be 3-faces, i.e., tetrahedra. Composition
of pentachoron weights corresponding to gluing pentachora together along some
3-faces will then be described by an integral w.r.t. the variables living on these
3-faces.
This idea works well in the fermionic case, that is, with the mentioned vari-
ables being anticommutative and belonging to a Grassmann algebra (and the
integral being, accordingly, the Berezin integral). Moreover, fascinating mathe-
matical structures have been unveiled in the fermionic case, namely, nonlinear
parameterization of the ‘essential part’ of the mentioned quadratic forms in terms
of the manifold’s middle (simplicial) cohomologies [2, 3, 4].
1.3 Annihilating differential operators
We studied fermionic Gaussian exponentials (or, as we called them, Grassmann–
Gaussian exponentials) by means of their annihilating differential operators. A
Gaussian exponential W depending on n variables x1, . . . , xn is determined, to
within a constant factor, by a system of differential equations of the following
form: 
(
∂
∂x1
+ l1(x1, . . . , xn)
)
W = 0,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(
∂
∂xn
+ ln(x1, . . . , xn)
)
W = 0,
(1)
where l1, . . . , ln are linear forms of our x’s.
We assume that each xi, i = 1, . . . , n, belongs to a certain 3-face t of the
given pentachoron u. In [2], there was exactly one Grassmanian variable xt on
each t, so n = 5 for any pentachoron. In the present paper, we consider ‘usual’
commutative variables, and two different cases: either one variable on each t, or
two variables on each t (n = 10 in the latter case).
1.4 Edge operators
The main tool in our work was edge operators—a particular case of differential
operators annihilating a pentachoron weight. Let b ⊂ u be an edge belonging
to pentachoron u. Suppose we can make up such a linear combination of the
operators in big parentheses in (1) that it contains (both in its differential part
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and in the linear form) only the x’s lying on the three tetrahedra containing b.
Then this linear combination is called an edge operator corresponding to b.
Fermionic edge operators appeared in paper [2], and their key role was deter-
mined by the two following facts. First, there are of course linear dependencies
between edge operators, and studying these dependencies reveals their under-
lying simplicial 2-cocycle [2, Subsection 3.3]. Such cocycles parameterize, to
within gauge transformations (of which we speak below), all generic Grassmann–
Gaussian exponents of the kind investigated in [2], that is, with one Grassmann
variable xt living on each triangulation tetrahedron (=3-face) t.
Second, edge operators add together nicely when pentachora are glued to-
gether, and this was the basis for the proof of the Pachner move 3–3 relation
in [2, Section 5].
1.5 Gauge equivalence of pentachoron weights
Differential operators ∂/∂xi and operators of multiplication by the variables xi
generate an algebra, called Clifford algebra in the fermionic case and Heisenberg
algebra in the bosonic case. Such algebras have rich automorphism groups. In
particular, there are automorphisms involving only the variable(s) on one single
tetrahedron. Such automorphisms generate the subgroup of gauge transforma-
tions in the automorphism group (for details, see [2, Definition 9] in the fermionic
case, or Subsection 3.1 and the beginning of Section 5 in the present paper in the
bosonic case).
It turns out that gauge transformations preserve algebraic Pachner move re-
lations. To be more exact, if two pentachora u1 and u2 have a common 3-face t
(that is, they have been glued along this 3-face), and if a transformation τ in-
volving only the variable(s) on t has been done for u1, then the transformation
στσ−1 must be done for u2. Here σ changes the signs of all the differentiations,
but leaves intact all multiplication operators:
σ(∂/∂xi) = −∂/∂xi, σ(xi) = xi.
If, on the other hand, a 3-face t is a boundary face of both the initial and the
final configurations of a Pachner move, then simply the same arbitrary gauge
transformation, involving only the variable(s) on t, can always be done for both
configurations.
1.6 Bosonic Gaussian exponentials and integrals
If we believe that (roughly speaking) whatever can be done for fermions, can
be done for bosons as well (and vice versa), it makes sense to realize the ideas
of [2] also in a bosonic setting. Here we need commuting variables, for instance,
simply real variables, and we can use usual integrals over all real values of each
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variable for gluing pentachora together. That is, if we are gluing two pentachora
(or two clusters of pentachora) along a 3-face t where the variable xt lives, and
their weights are W1 and W2, then the resulting weight will be∫ ∞
−∞
W1W2 dxt.
It turns out more convenient to use formal integrals, avoiding possible prob-
lems with their divergence. The value ascribed to such integral is obtained by
the analytic continuation from those values of the relevant parameter where the
integral converges. Actually, we must come to terms with the fact that there
are two values of the integral, differing in sign, due to the two-valuedness of the
square root, as in the following example:∫
exp(−ax2) dx def=
√
π/a for any complex a 6= 0. (2)
We need complex numbers in this work, because complex transformations of
quadratic forms will be essential in Section 5.
As we will see in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, such integrals work well for Pachner
moves 3–3, even though delta functions may appear during the integration, as in
the following example: ∫
exp(axy) dy = 2πδ(
√−1 ax). (3)
We do not consider algebraic realizations of other (than 3–3) Pachner moves
in this paper. It must be admitted, however, that these other moves cannot be
treated in the same straightforward way, because there appear integrals that do
not exist even in the mentioned formal sense (like
∫
dx, or integral involving a
delta function squared). Such integrals will require some ‘regularization’; a similar
problem was solved in the fermionic case by introducing a chain complex [3]
instead of just one matrix of a quadratic form. One more possible way is described
below.
1.7 Discrete bosonic variables
All problems with integrals happily disappear if our bosonic variables are
‘discrete’—take only a finite number of values. For instance, they may belong to
a finite field F. The exponential can then be replaced by any homomorphism
e: F→ C∗
from the additive group of F into the multiplicative group of C, and the integral—
by the sum over all elements in F for the relevant variable. This idea has been
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already realized in paper [5], where the quadratic forms in Gaussian exponents
were found using reductions mod 2 of some formulas written initially for real
variables—actually, some variation of formulas (41) below.
Note that a similar construction—using the rings Zn instead of our F—has
been succesfully realized in paper [1], where its author managed to build some
realizations of all four-dimensional Pachner moves. We would like to call those
realizations ‘constant’—not depending on parameters (except for n), in contrast
with the case of [2], where the realization depends on an arbitrary 2-cocycle.
We will present here strong evidence that this constantness was not accidental:
parameters, also in the form of a 2-cocycle—but this time multiplicative—appear
only when the number of bosons living at each 3-face is doubled.
1.8 What we do in this paper
As we have stated, we like to describe pentachoron weights in terms of their an-
nihilating operators, and these are divided into gauge equivalence classes. Hence,
it is natural to study pentachoron weights up to the gauge equivalence, and this
is what we are doing below.
We restrict ourself to the complex field C (not just R, because we want square
roots to be always available; this will be especially needed in our Lemma 6).
Interestingly, our present work actually serves for the ‘discrete’ case as well: as we
have said already, our formulas—or their small variations—can admit meaningful
reductions modulo a finite characteristic [5].
Also, we always consider—and classify—generic pentachoron weights. This
looks, of course, especially natural for the field C, but we hope that our work can
shed some light upon the finite characteristic case as well.
We mainly analyze here (gauge equivalence classes of) Gaussian exponentials
for just one pentachoron. The number of ‘bosonic’ complex variables at each
3-face is either one or two. For the one-boson case, all generic weights turn out
to be gauge equivalent, and this suggests an explanation of the constantness of
Pachner move realizations in [1]. For the two-boson case, and generic weights,
their gauge equivalence classes are parameterized by multiplicative 2-cocycles.
Moreover, a generic two-boson weight can be reduced by a gauge transformation
to a simple delta function form (which proved extremely important, because
‘hexagon cohomologies’ can then be introduced, see [5]).
We also pay some attention to the Pachner move 3–3, in order to explain
how exactly it is ensured by the form of our edge operators, and show thus the
relevance of our approach for piecewise linear topology.
Below,
• in Section 2, we discuss some generalities about Gaussian exponentials,
• in Section 3, we consider the case of a single boson living on each 3-face of
a pentachoron, and find that almost all Gaussian pentachoron weights are
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gauge equivalent in this case,
• in Section 4, we show how the 3–3 Pachner move relation follows from a
reasoning with edge operators, for the ‘single boson’ case of Section 3,
• in Section 5, we consider the two-boson case,
• and in Section 6, we discuss our results and plans for further work.
2 Gaussian exponentials and Lagrangian sub-
spaces of operators
Gaussian exponential is, by definition, the exponential of a quadratic form. More
specifically, let F be a symmetric n × n matrix, and x = (x1 . . . xn)T—an n-
column of variables. We assume that both matrix entries and variables xt, t =
1, . . . , n (we use the subscript t because our variables will belong to tetrahedra),
take values in the field C. Then, the Gaussian exponential
W = exp(−1
2
x
TF x) (4)
obeys the following n differential equations:(
∂t +
n∑
t′=1
Ftt′xt′
)
W = 0, t = 1, . . . , n, (5)
where we denote ∂t = ∂/∂xt.
We now consider the 2n-dimensional symplectic space V—the C-linear span
of all operators ∂t and xt (where xt is interpreted, of course, as a multiplication
operator), with the symplectic scalar product given by the commutator. In other
words, V consists of all linear operators of the form
d =
n∑
t=1
(βt∂t + γtxt). (6)
The linear span of operators in the parentheses in (5) is a Lagrangian subspace
in V , that is, a maximal subspace with all commutators of its elements vanishing.
We will also need the notions of a t-component of an operator (6):
d|t def= βt∂t + γtxt, (7)
and a partial scalar product (=partial commutator) for a given t:
[d, d′]t
def
= [d|t, d′|t] = βtγ′t − γtβ ′t.
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For a given t, all operators (7) form, of course, a two-dimensional space; we call
it Vt, so that V =
⊕n
t=1 Vt.
Conversely, almost all Lagrangian subspaces in V determine a Gaussian ex-
ponential. We will need, however, also Lagrangian subspaces that determine not
exactly a Gaussian exponential but a limit case of these containing Dirac delta
functions. The simplest example arises when the Lagrangian subspace is spanned
by all operators xt; in this case W is (proportional to)
∏n
t=1 δ(xt). A much more
interesting example will appear in Subsection 5.5.
3 One boson on a 3-face: gauge equivalence of
almost all pentachoron weights
In this Section, we work within just one pentachoron; we call it u = 12345, where
1, . . . , 5 are (the numbers of) its vertices. We attach to each of its 3-faces—
tetrahedra t—one complex variable xt, and a two-dimensional symplectic linear
space Vt = span{∂t, xt}.
Pentachoron weight will have the form (4), with a 5× 5 symmetric matrix F .
We will use simplified notations for its entries Ftt′ , replacing t and t
′ with vertices
u \ t and u \ t′, respectively. For instance, we will write F12 instead of F2345,1345.
3.1 Gauge equivalence classes, and formulation of this
section’s main result
We consider the natural actions of Sp(2,C) on each of five symplectic spaces Vt,
t ⊂ u. Hence, the product Sp(2,C)×5 of five groups acts on the direct sum
Vu =
⊕
t⊂u Vt, and, obviously, it maps a Lagrangian subspace VL ⊂ Vu again
into a Lagrangian subspace. All Lagrangian subspaces break up into equivalence
classes—orbits of this action; we call this gauge equivalence.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Almost all matrices F determine Lagrangian subspaces belonging
to one single orbit.
Below in Subsection 3.2 we explain heuristically why Theorem 1 holds, and
Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 contain its constructive proof.
3.2 Heuristic parameter count
Symmetric 5 × 5 matrix F contains 15 independent entries. Symplectic group
Sp(2n,C) contains 3 independent parameters for n = 1. Hence, all 5 × 3 = 15
parameters in F are gauge, and two Lagrangian subspaces produced by two
generic symmetric matrices F as explained in Section 2 are gauge equivalent.
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3.3 Edge operators
For a given Lagrangian subspace VL ⊂ Vu and an edge b, an edge operator db
belongs, by definition, to VL, and has the form
db =
∑
t⊃b
(βbt∂t + γbtxt) (8)
—that is, only the three tetrahedra containing b are involved. For a generic VL,
this determines db up to a normalizing constant.
Choosing this constant in the most natural way, we get the following formulas
for coefficients in (8):
βbt = FikFjl − FilFjk, (9)
γbt = FikFjlFmm − FilFjkFmm − FikFjmFlm
+ FimFjkFlm + FilFjmFkm − FimFjlFkm. (10)
Here, vertices i, . . . , m make a permutation of 1, . . . , 5, satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) edge b = ij,
(ii) tetrahedron t = ijkl,
(iii) and the vertices in t must be written in such order that gives its orientation
as induced from u = 12345. That is, if b = 12, then the three tetrahedra
containing b and contained in u must be written as 1234, 1253 and 1245.
A generic VL is exactly the linear span of the ten edge operators. Also, if all
coefficients are as in (9) and (10), then the edge operators (8) have the following
directly checked properties:
• independence of edge orientation:
dij = dji, (11)
• simple linear dependencies at each vertex i:∑
j 6=i
dij = 0 in each vertex i, (12)
• equalness of t-components for non-intersecting edges of t:
dij|ijkl = dkl|ijkl, that is, βij,ijkl = βkl,ijkl, γij,ijkl = γkl,ijkl,
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• and partial symplectic scalar products [db, db′]t all either vanishing or equal
to each other, up to a possible sign. Namely, a nonzero product appears iff
b and b′ both belong to t and, moreover, share a vertex, call it i:
[dij , dik]ijkl = ±c. (13)
In (13), the plus sign appears if the orientation of t = ijkl induced from
the pentachoron corresponds to the order ijkl of its vertices, otherwise the
minus sign is used. As for the quantity c, it has the following remarkable
form: up to a coefficient 1/2, c consists of the same terms that enter in the
determinant of F , but only those that correspond to cyclic permutations:
c =
1
2
∑
cyclic pi
sgn π F1pi(1)F2pi(2)F3pi(3)F4pi(4)F5pi(5)
= F12F13F24F35F45−F12F14F23F35F45−F12F13F25F34F45+F12F15F23F34F45
+F13F14F23F25F45−F13F15F23F24F45+F12F14F25F34F35−F12F15F24F34F35
−F13F14F24F25F35+F14F15F23F24F35+F13F15F24F25F34−F14F15F23F25F34.
(14)
Remark 1. Note the difference with the fermionic case [2], where (12) also holds
if edge operators are normalized properly, but property (11) is replaced with the
antisymmetry. The reader can see in [2, Subsection 3.3] how it leads to the
appearance of an additive 2-cocycle—but in our present case, it does not appear!
Remark 2. But a cocycle must be somewhere, if we believe in the analogy between
bosons and fermions. And indeed, it will appear in our Section 5, but strikingly
enough, it will be multiplicative!
3.4 Gauge isomorphism for two different VL, and a canon-
ical form for matrix F
It follows from (13) that operators (d12|1234)/
√
c and (d13|1234)/
√
c form a canon-
ical basis in V1234. In a two-dimensional space, this simply means that the
symplectic scalar product of two basis vectors is one. Similarly, (−d12|1235)/
√
c
and (d13|1235)/
√
c form a canonical basis in V1235, and so on. This gives us the
obvious way of constructing a gauge automorphism of Vu = V1234 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V2345
that sends the Lagrangian subspace corresponding to one matrix F into the La-
grangian subspace corresponding to another matrix. Namely, for each of the
five t, the element in Sp(2,C) acting in Vt must map one such basis into the
other, and the gauge automorphism is the direct sum of five such elements.
We have thus proved Theorem 1.
In particular, we can consider such matrix F that the mentioned canonical
bases take the following simplest form: ∂1234 and x1234 in V1234, then ∂1235 and
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−x1235 in V1235, and, in general, as follows: the basis in Vijkl consists of ∂ijkl
and ±xijkl, where i < j < k < l, and the plus sign is taken if the tetrahedron
orientation determined by the order ijkl of its vertices coincides with the orien-
tation induced from the pentachoron; otherwise the minus is taken. Such F can
be regarded as ‘canonical’, and a direct calculation shows that it looks as follows:
F =

1 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 −1 1
−1 0 1 0 −1
1 −1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 1
 . (15)
We will see in Subsection 4.4 how to construct an algebraic realization of
Pachner move 3–3 using matrices (15).
It makes sense to write out the explicit form of the edge operators for ma-
trix (15). It follows from the above and from the fact that c = 1 for it, where c
is the expression (14), that, for a tetrahedron t = ijkl, i < j < k < l,
dij|t = dkl|t = ∂t, dik|t = djl|t = ±xt, dil|t = djk|t = −∂t ∓ xt, (16)
where the upper sign is taken if the orientation ijkl coincides with the one induced
from the pentachoron; otherwise the lower sign is taken.
4 One boson on a 3-face: the 3–3 relation
4.1 The 3–3 Pachner move
The 3–3 Pachner move transforms a cluster of three pentachora grouped around
their common 2-face s, and forming what is called in PL topology the star of s,
into another cluster, occupying the same place in a manifold triangulation, and
also consisting of three pentachora. We use below the following terminology: the
initial cluster is called the left-hand side (l.h.s.) of the move, while the final
cluater—its right-hand side (r.h.s.). We orient all pentachora consistently; when
this orientation coincides with the one determined by the (increasing) order of
pentachoron vertices, we denote the pentachoron simply by its vertices, and to
mark the opposite orientation, we use the wide tilde.
The l.h.s. of our 3–3 move will consist of pentachora 12345, 1˜2346 and 12356.
There are the following inner tetrahedra: 1234, 1235, and 1235.
As for the r.h.s., it consists of pentachora 12456, 1˜3456 and 23456. The inner
tetrahedra are 1456, 2456 and 3456.
Both sides of the move have, of course, the same boundary, consisting of nine
tetrahedra.
Below, we denote the weight of a pentachoron ijklm asWijklm, and the weight
of pentachoron i˜jklm as W˜ijklm.
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One more comment that will be important for Lemma 3 below is that there
are the same fifteen edges in both sides of the move 3–3, and all these edges are
boundary.
4.2 Cluster weights and formal integrals
First, we introduce the following notion of quasi-Gaussian weight. In brief, this
is a multidimensional delta function multiplied by a Gaussian exponential. To
be exact, let there be some variables xt (in our context, they correspond to tetra-
hedra t); we combine them, for a moment, into a vector ~x. Let ℓ1(~x), . . . , ℓm(~x)
be linearly independent linear forms (case m = 0 is acceptable), and A(~x) a
quadratic form. Quasi-Gaussian weight is, by definition, an expression of the
form
const ·
m∏
i=1
δ
(
ℓi(~x)
) · expA(~x). (17)
Suppose that individual pentachoron weights have the form (17) (which is
certainly so for Gaussian exponentials (4)). Making a cluster of pentachora leads
to taking the product of weights, and then some integrals (as in formula (19)
below. Recall that, as we explained in Subsection 1.6, our integrals are formal,
and their definition is clear from the examples (2) and (3)). Assume that, in
doing so, we do not run into
(i) a product of delta functions of linearly dependent arguments,
(ii) an integral of the form
∫
const dx, where ‘const’ means an expression not
depending on x (and not an identical zero).
Then, it is easily seen that the cluster weight is well defined (up to a sign, due to
possible square roots arising from integrations), and has again the quasi-Gaussian
form (17).
Remark 3. Besides the move 3–3, there are, in four dimensions, also Pachner
moves 2–4 and 1–5, and in the r.h.s.’s of these, there arise products of delta func-
tions mentioned in item (i) which cannot be further integrated. We have already
discussed this problem and its possible solutions in Subsections 1.6 and 1.7.
Cluster weights obey differential equations, as we will see in Subsection 4.4,
much like weight (4) obeys (5). So, partial derivatives of quasi-Gaussian weights
come into play. These may contain, compared with (17), also factors linear in
variables xt, and derivatives of delta functions. This of course by no means
impedes integrating them in the same formal way as we did it above.
There are two easily checked facts about partial derivatives and formal inte-
grals that will be of use for us in Lemma 2 below. We formulate thses facts as
the following Lemma.
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Lemma 1. (i) Let W be a quasi-Gaussian weight. Then integration w.r.t. one
variable commutes with the differentiation w.r.t. another variable:
∂
∂xt
∫
W dxt′ =
∫
∂W
∂xt
dxt′ , (18)
t 6= t′, if both sides of (18) exist.
(ii) Integral of the partial derivative of a quasi-Gaussian weight w.r.t. the inte-
gration variable vanishes: ∫
∂W
∂xt
dxt = 0.
4.3 The algebraic realization of move 3–3
Theorem 2. The following algebraic realization of Pachner move 3–3 holds for
Wu of the form (4) with F given by (15), and W˜u also of the form (4), but with
F given by minus the r.h.s. of (15).∫∫∫
W12345W˜12346W12356 dx1234 dx1235 dx1236
= const
∫∫∫
W12456W˜13456W23456 dx1456 dx2456 dx3456. (19)
We mean of course that, when constructing the weight for a pentachoron
ijklm, i < i < k < l < m, we use the formulas from Section 3 but make vertex
substitutions 1 7→ i, . . . , 5 7→ m.
Remark 4. The integration variables in (19) are exactly those corresponding to
the inner tetrahedra in the respective side of the move, listed in Subsection 4.1.
The result in either side of (19) depends on the nine boundary variables.
Proof of Theorem 2. A direct calculcation shows that both sides of (19) equal
const · δ(x1245 − x1246 − x1345 + x1346) δ(x1356 − x2356 − x1346 + x2346)
· exp(−(x1356 − x1346 − x1256 + x1246)(x2346 − x2345 − x1346 + x1345)),
and even the constants are here the same.
This proof does not explain, however, why (19) holds, which is of course
important if we want to find further Pachner move realizations. We do this
below in Subsection 4.4. The fundamental role will be played, of course, by edge
operators.
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4.4 Cluster edge operators
We now introduce the notion of edge operators not only for an individual pen-
tachoron, but for a cluster of pentachora such as the l.h.s. or r.h.s. of move 3–3.
Although we will not use any other clusters here, we remark that, actually, our
definition is meaningful if we understand under the name of ‘cluster’ any trian-
gulated orientable PL 4-manifold with boundary.
First, we re-write formula (8) in such way that it will refer explicitly to the
relevant pentachoron u:
d
(u)
b =
∑
t⊃b
t⊂u
(β
(u)
bt ∂t + γ
(u)
bt xt), (20)
while the cluster edge operator that we are constructing will be denoted db.
One key requirement enabling our construction is as follows. Let a tetrahe-
dron t belong to both pentachoron u1 and pentachoron u2, then we require that
β
(u1)
bt = β
(u2)
bt , γ
(u1)
bt = −γ(u2)bt . (21)
Note that this holds indeed for matrix F given by (15), because F changes its
sign for the pentachora with wide tildes. This all agrees also with the general
definition of ‘canonical’ basis in the paragraph before (15).
Given an edge b, consider all boundary tetrahedra t ⊃ b. Each such t belongs
to a single pentachoron u, and we simply take the t-component of the pentachoron
edge operator (20) for the t-component of our cluster edge operator, while for any
inner (non-boundary) t we set its t-component to be zero:
db|t def=
{
d
(u)
b |t for a boundary t,
0 for an inner t.
(22)
Below, we ignore the inner tetrahedra, and consider operators db as sums of their
components (22) over only boundary tetrahedra. It is then clear that each db is
the same for the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of the Pachner move—enough to refer to the
explicit form (16).
Lemma 2. For any edge b in the l.h.s. or r.h.s. of move 3–3, both sides of (19)
are annihilated by the edge operator db.
Proof. Choose one side of the Pachner move, for instance, its l.h.s. Consider
an edge operator dij, and let there be, for definiteness, exactly one inner tetra-
hedron t = ijkl (in the mentioned l.h.s.) containing edge ij (other cases are
analyzed in a similar way). Denote the two pentachora containing t as u1 and u2,
and their respective weights as W1 and W2. Now do the following calculation,
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taking into account (20) and (21):
β
(u1)
ij,t ∂t(W1W2) =W2β(u1)ij,t ∂tW1 +W1β(u1)ij,t ∂tW2
=W2
(
−γ(u1)ij,t xt −
∑(
components of d
(u1)
b for tetrahedra 6= t
))W1
+W1
(
γ
(u1)
ij,t xt −
∑(
components of d
(u2)
b for tetrahedra 6= t
))W2
= −
∑(
all components of d
(u2)
b and d
(u2)
b for tetrahedra 6= t
)
(W1W2)
= −db(W1W2).
So, db(W1W2) is a partial derivative w.r.t. xt. Remember that W1 and W2 are
two of the three weights in the l.h.s. of (19), while the third weight W3 does
depends neither on any variables entering in db nor on xt. Thus, also
db(W1W2W3) = ∂t
(−β(u1)ij,t W1W2W3). (23)
Finally, xt is one of the variables x1234, x1235 or x1236, with respect to which the
triple integral in the l.h.s. of (19) is taken. It remains to integrate both sides
of (23) w.r.t. xt, and apply item (i) of Lemma 1 to the l.h.s., and item (ii) of
Lemma 1 to the r.h.s.
Recall now that the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of the move 3–3 contain the same fifteen
edges, and all of these belong to the boundary.
Lemma 3. A function F of nine variables xt, where t runs over all boundary
tetrahedra of either the l.h.s. or the r.h.s. of move 3–3, is determined uniquely,
up to a multiplicative constant, by the requirement that it has a quasi-Gaussian
form (17) and is annihilated by all the fifteen edge operators db.
Proof. A computer calculation shows that the mentioned edge operators span
a nine-dimensional linear space which, in its turn, contains a two-dimensional
subspace Vpure x of “pure x’s”—operators without a differential part. Now we do
a linear transformation of our variables—express the x’s linearly in terms of new
variables yi, i = 1, . . . , 9, in such way that Vpure x is spanned simply by y1 and y2.
This means that F contains a two-dimensional delta function factor that can be
written as δ(y1)δ(y2). There remain seven more usual equations for the rest of yi,
determining uniquely the Gaussian exponential factor.
Lemmas 2 and 3 provide thus a ‘conceptual’ way of proving Theorem 2, where
we don’t need to calculate explicitly the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (19).
5 Two bosons on a 3-face
We consider again, as in Section 3, one pentachoron u = 12345. But now we
attach to each of its 3-faces t two complex variables xt and yt, and the following
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symplectic space Vt:
Vt = span
{
∂
∂xt
,
∂
∂yt
, xt, yt
}
,
with the symplectic scalar product given by the commutator.
Thus, symplectic group Sp(4,C) acts in each Vt, and the product Sp(4,C)
×5
acts in Vu =
⊕
t⊂u Vt. We call the elements of this product gauge transforma-
tions, and orbits of this action gauge equivalence classes, in full analogy with
Subsection 3.1.
Generic pentachoron weight has again the form (4), where F is now a 10×10
symmetric matrix, and x =
(
x1 y1 . . . x5 y5
)
. Operators in the big paren-
theses in (5) span a 10-dimensional Lagrangian subspace in the 20-dimensional
space Vu.
5.1 Main results of this section
The main results of this Section are as follows:
(i) to within gauge equivalence, generic pentachoron weights of the form (4)
are parameterized by multiplicative 2-cocycles,
(ii) generic pentachoron weight is reduced, by a gauge transformation, to a
product of five delta functions of linear combinations of xt and yt,
(iii) for a cocycle that never takes value −1, a corresponding pentachoron weight
always exists; in particular, it can be chosen in the delta function form of
item (ii),
(iv) relation 3–3 for generic weights.
Remark 5. Note that the above items (i) and (ii) speak about the general position,
meaning ‘some unspecified Zariski open set’ of weights. In contrast with these,
item (iii) gives the exact sufficient condition that guarantees that a corresponding
weight can be constructed.
Remark 6. The mentioned exact sufficient condition may be important for passing
on to the finite characteristic case, see discussion in Section 6.
5.2 Parameter count
Symmetric 10× 10 matrix F contains 55 independent entries. Symplectic group
Sp(4,C) contains 10 independent parameters. The product of five such groups
contains 50 parameters, but one of these does not affect the exponential—we will
see it in the end of Subsection 5.4. Hence, 55 − 49 = 6 parameters in F are not
gauge, and they correspond to a multiplicative 2-cocycle.
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5.3 Edge operators and their linear dependencies
For a given Lagrangian subspace VL ⊂ Vu and an edge b, an edge operator db
belongs, by definition, to VL, and is a linear combination of only those ∂/∂xt,
∂/∂yt, xt and yt, for which t ⊃ b.
For a generic F , a two-dimensional linear space Eb of edge operators corre-
sponds to each edge b. We choose some bases eb, fb in these spaces, with the
understanding that
eij = eji, fij = fji. (24)
There are two linear dependencies at each vertex, as, for instance, in vertex 1:
A12
(
e12
f12
)
+ A13
(
e13
f13
)
+ A14
(
e14
f14
)
+ A15
(
e15
f15
)
= 0, (25)
with some 2 × 2 matrices A12, . . . , A15. These dependencies arise because the
eight operators e12, . . . , f15 span only a six-dimensional subspace of VL, namely,
subspace of operators not containing x2345, y2345, ∂/∂x2345, and ∂/∂y2345. For a
generic F , matrices A12, . . . , A15 are nondegenerate, and determined up to the
left multiplication by an arbitrary nondegenerate matrix, one and the same for all
of them. Due to dependence (25), we can define natural isomorphisms between
E12, E13, E14 and E15, acting on the basis vectors as follows:
A12
(
e12
f12
)
↔ A13
(
e13
f13
)
↔ A14
(
e14
f14
)
↔ A15
(
e15
f15
)
. (26)
We call isomorphisms (26) “isomorphisms at vertex 1”. One of them maps
basis
(
e13
f13
)
of E13 into basis A
−1
13 A12
(
e12
f12
)
of E12. We can define then, in a
similar way, isomorphisms at vertex 3. One of these maps basis
(
e23
f23
)
of E23
into basis A−132 A31
(
e13
f13
)
of E13. We can also define isomorphisms at vertex 2,
and one of them maps basis
(
e12
f12
)
of E12 into basis A
−1
21 A23
(
e23
f13
)
of E23.
Combining these three isomorphisms, we get an automorphism of E12 corre-
sponding to going around triangle 123, given by(
e12
f12
)
7→ A−121 A23A−132 A31A−113 A12
(
e12
f12
)
. (27)
We can now define also similar automorphisms of E12 corresponding to going
around triangles 124 and 125, or even more complex trajectories made of penta-
choron edges. Amazingly, all such automorphisms commute, so they can, in the
general case, be diagonalized simultaneously! Moreover, the two eigenvalues for
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any such automorphism are mutually inverse. We will see all this in Theorem 3
below. We would like, however, to state right here what follows immediately from
these facts.
First, we can choose, for the automorphism corresponding to each triangle s,
one of these eigenvalues, in a consistent way for all s, so that if we denote these
eigenvalues as ωs, then they form a multiplicative 2-cocycle:
ωs =
1
ω−s
,
ωijkωikl
ωijlωjkl
= 1. (28)
Here ‘−s’ means the same triangle s, but with the opposite orientation.
Theorem 3. (i) For a generic F , bases eb, fb in spaces Eb can be chosen so that
all matrices Aij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5, i 6= j, can be taken diagonal. Matrices Aij
are of course defined according to (25), with an obvious change of subscripts.
(ii) Moreover, if eb, fb ∈ Eb and eb′ , fb′ ∈ Eb′ are such bases for any two edges b
and b′, then [eb, eb′ ]t = 0 and [fb, fb′]t = 0 for any individual tetrahedron t.
(iii) The two eigenvalues of automorphisms of type (27) are mutually inverse.
Proof. First, we prove a few lemmas.
Lemma 4. To determine matrices A12, A13 and A14 in (25), it is enough to take
the components of edge operators for edges 12, 13 and 14, corresponding to the
space V1234 = span{x1234, y1234, ∂/∂x1234, ∂/∂y1234}. That is, they are determined
from the following relation:
A12
(
e12|1234
f12|1234
)
+ A13
(
e13|1234
f13|1234
)
+ A14
(
e14|1234
f14|1234
)
= 0. (29)
Remark 7. Remember that these matrices are determined to within a left multi-
plication by a nondegenerate matrix.
Remark 8. The same matrices A12 and A13—taken up to a left multiplication,
so it may be better to speak about the product A−112 A13—appear, of course, also
from the tetrahedron 1235.
Proof of Lemma 4. This follows from the fact that V1234 is four-dimensional, so
there must be two dependencies between e12|1234, . . . , f14|1234, and they must ob-
viously give the same matrices as in (25), except for A15 that is irrelevant for
tetrahedron 1234.
Lemma 5. Let db, for each edge b, be an arbitrary linear combination of eb
and fb—that is, an arbitrary element of Eb. Then,
(i) if b and b′ are nonintersecting edges in tetrahedron t, then [db, db′ ]t = 0,
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(ii) if b and b′ have a common vertex, and t and t′ are two tetrahedra, each
containing both b and b′, then [db, db′]t + [db, db′ ]t′ = 0. For instance,
[d12, d13]1234 + [d12, d13]1235 = 0.
Proof. The full commutator of edge operators always vanishes: [db, db′] = 0. In
the case (i), it is composed of a single summand, corresponding to tetrahedron t.
In the case (ii), it is composed of two summands, corresponding to tetrahedra t
and t′.
We now consider the following two-dimensional linear subspaces in V1234, cor-
responding to edges of tetrahedron 1234: for each edge ij ⊂ 1234, we take the
space spanned by the 1234-components of eij and fij. According to item (ii) of
Lemma 5, subspaces corresponding to edges 34, 24 and 23 are the orthogonal
complements of subspaces corresponding to edges 12, 13 and 14, respectively.
Taking a suitable basis in V1234, we can identify vectors in V1234 with 4-rows v in
such way that the 1234-component of the symplectic scalar product 〈u, v〉 will be
written as
u

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 vT. (30)
A generic two-dimensional linear subspace in V1234 is then the span of the
rows of a 2× 4 matrix of the form
B =
(
1 0
0 1
B
)
. (31)
Lemma 6. Matrices B in (31) can be made diagonal for all six edges 12, . . . ,
34 simultaneously, by a change of basis in V1234 preserving the form (30) of the
scalar product.
Proof. If M and N are two 2× 2 matrices with detM = detN = 1, then matrix
B (31) can always be transformed as follows:
B 7→MB
(
M−1 0
0 N
)
, (32)
without changing the form (30) of the symplectic product. Moreover, B can be
chosen as zero matrix for one edge, say 12. Then, an easy exercise, using the
fact that a generic square matrix over the field C can always be diagonalized,
shows that matrices B for edges 13 and 14 can be made diagonal by a transfor-
mation (32) with properly chosen M and N .
So, matrices B for edges 12, 13 and 14 acquire the form
B =
(∗ 0 ∗ 0
0 ∗ 0 ∗
)
. (33)
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Then, matrices B for the rest of edges have the same form (33) automatically,
because, as we already mentioned above, each of their corresponding spaces is
the orthogonal complement to the space spanned by the rows of a matrix of the
form (33), with respect to the symplectic scalar product (30).
It follows from Lemma 6 that we can re-define our basis vectors eb and fb for
all edges b ⊂ 1234 in such way that their 1234-components acquire the forms
eb|1234 =
(∗ 0 ∗ 0) , fb|1234 = (0 ∗ 0 ∗) (34)
in a proper basis in V1234. We assume now that we have re-defined them this
way. It can also be checked that, generically, there are no proportional vectors
among vectors (34) for b = 12, 13 and 14. It follows then from Lemma 4 that
we can assume that all three matrices A12, A13 and A14 are diagonal: indeed,
we can always put, say, A12 equal to identity matrix, then A13 and A14 become
necessarily diagonal because e12|1234 can be a linear combination only of e13|1234
and e14|1234, and similarly for f12|1234.
The same reasoning with vertex 1 replaced first by 2 and then by 3 shows, in
particular, that matrices A21, A23, A31 and A32 can all be also taken diagonal,
for the same basis vectors eb, fb. So, for our basis vectors chosen as in (34), all
matrices in (27) become diagonal.
Now, it becomes an easy exercise to show that actually all matrices Aij ,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5, i 6= j, can be made diagonal simultaneously by choosing proper
bases eb, fb in all spaces Eb, and this proves item (i) in Theorem 3. And from now
on, we assume that we have re-defined all eb and fb this way.
Item (ii) in Theorem 3 is now proved as follows. For t = 1234, it holds due
to the form (34) of edge operator components. We explain how to prove it, for
instance, for t = 1235 and operators eb.
First, the 1235-component of the scalar product between any two of e12,
e13 and e23 vanishes due to item (ii) in Lemma 5 (and vanishing of the 1234-
component). Next, in our situation, any of e35|1235, e25|1235 and e15|1235 is a
linear combination of e12|1235, e13|1235 and e23|1235—this follows from the ana-
logues of (29) for tetrahedron 1235 and vertices 1, 2 and 3, and the diagonality
of matrices Aij , and this proves (ii).
Finally, item (iii) in Theorem 3 holds due to the following lemma.
Lemma 7. The determinant of automorphism (27) equals 1.
Proof. Direct computer calculation.
Remark 9. In this paper, Lemma 7 is the only one that has no conceptual proof
as yet.
Lemma 7 completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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5.4 Gauge equivalence of pentachoron weights with the
same ω
Recall that multiplicative 2-cocycle ω was introduced in the paragraph before
Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Pentachoron weights with the same ω are gauge equivalent.
Proof. We must fix some ‘standard’ bases in all Vt, so that all edge operators
have components w.r.t. these bases depending only on ω.
Theorem 3 shows how to choose edge operators eb and fb, and recall that
we have chosen them (between Lemmas 6 and 7) exactly that way. There still
remains some arbitrariness: eb and fb may be multiplied by any constants. We
will fix most of this arbitrariness by imposing a special form on matrices Aij .
Recall that they have the form
Aij =
(
γij 0
0 γ−1ij
)
. (35)
We set
γij =
{
νij if i < j,
1 if i > j.
(36)
Here ν is such a multiplicative 1-chain that δν = ω. This means that νij = ν
−1
ij ,
and ωijk = νijν
−1
ik νjk. Of course, νij never vanishes. Also, we will assume that ν
has been built from ω in some ‘standard’ way, for instance,
νij = 1 for i = 1, and νij = ω1ij for i, j 6= 1.
A small exercise shows that matrices Aij can always be brought into the form
(35), (36) using the mentioned arbitrariness in edge operators.
We have linear dependencies
γ12e12 + · · ·+ γ15e15 = 0 (37)
and so on. Note that all such dependencies fix the normalization of all operators eb
to within one overall common factor.
Due to the dependencies of type (37), a linear combination
λ12e12|1234 + · · ·+ λ34e34|1234 (38)
will vanish if the row (
λ12 λ13 λ14 λ23 λ24 λ34
)
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is proportional to any row of matrix
γ12 γ13 γ14 0 0 0
γ21 0 0 γ23 γ24 0
0 γ31 0 γ32 0 γ34
0 0 γ41 0 γ42 γ43
 . (39)
Recall (34) that all operators eb|1234 span a two-dimensional space. If e(1234)ξ
and e
(1234)
η denote two basis vectors in it, then we can write
eb|1234 = ξ(1234)b e(1234)ξ + η(1234)b e(1234)η , (40)
and call ξ
(1234)
b and η
(1234)
b the components of eb|1234. Writing (38) in these compo-
nents, we find that a column made of either ξ
(1234)
12 , . . . , ξ
(1234)
34 or η
(1234)
12 , . . . , η
(1234)
34
must be orthogonal to the rows of matrix (39). These columns must not be pro-
portional, but otherwise they can be chosen arbitrarily—this corresponds to the
arbitrariness of basis e
(1234)
ξ , e
(1234)
η . For instance, they can be written as follows:
ξ
(1234)
12
ξ
(1234)
13
ξ
(1234)
14
ξ
(1234)
23
ξ
(1234)
24
ξ
(1234)
34

=

0
ν14(ν23ν34 + ν24)
−ν13(ν23ν34 + ν24)
−ν24(ν13ν34 + ν14)
ν23(ν13ν34 + ν14)
ν13ν24 − ν14ν23

,

η
(1234)
12
η
(1234)
13
η
(1234)
14
η
(1234)
23
η
(1234)
24
η
(1234)
34

=

−ν13(ν23ν34 + ν24)
ν12(ν23ν34 + ν24)
0
ν13ν34 − ν12ν24
ν12ν23 + ν13
−ν12ν23 − ν13

,
(41)
if the following condition holds:
ωs 6= −1 for all triangles s. (42)
Condition (42) arises here because we meet in (41) expressions like ν23ν34+ν24 =
(ω234 + 1)ν24 which we want not to vanish. This condition looks important, and
it will arise below again and again on various occasions.
Remark 10. Nevertheless, we consider in paper [5] the case ωs ≡ 1 in finite
characteristics. Interestingly, even in characteristic two where this means the
same as ωs ≡ −1, the constructions of [5] work well.
In the same way as we have done for t = 1234, we can fix similar bases e
(t)
ξ , e
(t)
η
for other tetrahedra t = ijkl, i < j < k < l, and write out all t-components
ξ
(ijkl)
ij and η
(ijkl)
ij for all operators eb. Then we must choose the remaining two basis
vectors in each Vijkl. We do it as follows: we do the same construction as above
in this Subsection, but for vectors fb instead of eb, and replacing, accordingly,
all νij with ν
−1
ij . We call these new vectors f
(t)
ξ and f
(t)
η .
‘Standard’ bases in all Vijkl are almost ready. The remaining arbitrariness is
as follows. As we have mentioned after formula (37), there is one overall factor
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for vectors eb; for a given W, all eb can be multiplied by that factor without
affecting the above construction. There is of course a similar factor for all fb. As
we will see now, these two factors are not independent, because, clearly, their
product enters in the commutators [eb, fb′].
We are going to see that the commutators between basis vectors also have
‘standard’ values, depending only on νij and one overall factor, but otherwise
independent of a specific pentachoron weight W.
Lemma 8. If ωs 6= −1 for all triangles s, then all commutators [e(t)... , f(t)... ], where
the dots must be replaced arbitrarily by ξ or/and η, are determined by values νij
uniquely up to an overall common factor.
Proof. Due to the linear dependencies
5∑
j=1
γijeij = 0,
5∑
j=1
γ−1ij fij = 0, i = 1, . . . , 5,
for edge operators, there are also dependencies for commutators. We can begin
with considering commutators
[eb, f12]1234, b ⊂ 1234. (43)
As such commutator for b = 34 vanishes, there are essentially five of them, and
there are four linear dependencies at vertices 1, . . . , 4. Hence, there remains one
degree of freedom: the vector made of five commutators (43) is proportional to
a vector explicitly expressed through γij. For γij as in (36), it looks as follows:(
[e12, f12]1234 [e13, f12]1234 [e14, f12]1234 [e23, f12]1234 [e24, f12]1234
)
= const ·(
ν14ν23 − ν13ν24 ν12ν24 + ν14 −ν12ν23 − ν13 −ν12ν24 − ν14 ν12ν23 + ν13
)
.
As, for instance, ν12ν23 + ν13 = (ω123 + 1)ν13, the vector components are not all
zero.
Then we can find similarly that there is only one degree of freedom for all
commutators [eb, fb′]1234, and then extend this to all tetrahedra using item (ii) in
Lemma 5.
As our basis vectors e(t)... and f
(t)
... can be expressed as linear combinations of
eb|t and fb|t (using (40) and (41)), with coefficients expressed through νij , the
statement about one degree of freedom holds for them as well.
We can now choose some ‘standard’ normalization for commutators—for in-
stance, set one of them to equal 1. All other commutators depend then only on ω.
Recall that there are also two overall factors for eb and fb, but their product is
fixed by our choice of standard commutator normalization. So, there remains one
free parameter, and this yields a one-parametric family of gauge transformations
that does not change W, already mentioned in Subsection 5.2.
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We have thus obtained ‘standard’ bases in all Vt. The components of our
gauge isomorphism for two different F with the same ω map, by definition, one
such ‘standard’ basis into the other, for each Vt.
5.5 Constructing a delta function pentachoron weight
from a given ω
In the previous Subsection, operators e(t)... and f
(t)
... were obtained from a given
Gaussian pentachoron weight. Now we would like to set the first half of these
operators equal to multiplication operators:
e
(t)
ξ = xt, e
(t)
η = yt,
and the second half equal to pure differentiations, and construct the correspond-
ing weight W.
Our edge operators eb are
e12...
e45
 = A

x2345
y2345
...
x1234
y1234
 , (44)
where matrix A is made from columns (41) and similar columns for tetrahedra
other than 1234 as follows:
A =
0 0 0 0 ξ
(1245)
12 η
(1245)
12 −ξ(1235)12 −η(1235)12 ξ(1234)12 η(1234)12
0 0 −ξ(1345)13 −η(1345)13 0 0 −ξ(1235)13 −η(1235)13 ξ(1234)13 η(1234)13
0 0 −ξ(1345)14 −η(1345)14 ξ(1245)14 η(1245)14 0 0 ξ(1234)14 η(1234)14
0 0 −ξ(1345)15 −η(1345)15 ξ(1245)15 η(1245)15 −ξ(1235)15 −η(1235)15 0 0
ξ
(2345)
23 η
(2345)
23 0 0 0 0 −ξ(1235)23 −η(1235)23 ξ(1234)23 η(1234)23
ξ
(2345)
24 η
(2345)
24 0 0 ξ
(1245)
24 η
(1245)
24 0 0 ξ
(1234)
24 η
(1234)
24
ξ
(2345)
25 η
(2345)
25 0 0 ξ
(1245)
25 η
(1245)
25 −ξ(1235)25 −η(1235)25 0 0
ξ
(2345)
34 η
(2345)
34 −ξ(1345)34 −η(1345)34 0 0 0 0 ξ(1234)34 η(1234)34
ξ
(2345)
35 η
(2345)
35 −ξ(1345)35 −η(1345)35 0 0 −ξ(1235)35 −η(1235)35 0 0
ξ
(2345)
45 η
(2345)
45 −ξ(1345)45 −η(1345)45 ξ(1245)45 η(1245)45 0 0 0 0

.
We added the minus signs to the columns corresponding to tetrahedra 1345
and 1235—that is, those whose orientation determined by the increasing order
of their vertices does not coincide with the orientation induced from the penta-
choron 12345. We did it keeping in mind that we will want to glue pentachora
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together, and to ensure the right agreement between the t-components of edge
operators belonging to the two pentachora surrounding tetrahedron t, as in (21):
the differential parts are the same, even if they vanish in our case, while the
“x-parts” differ in signs.
In order that the space spanned by eb be five-dimensional, the rank of matrix A
must be 5, so there must exist a nonzero 5 × 5 minor. Calculating a typical—
namely, bottom right—minor yields
ν213(ν12ν23 + ν13)
2(ν12ν24 + ν14)(ν23ν34 + ν24)(ν23ν35 + ν25).
So, we again need condition (42) (as, recall, ν12ν23 + ν13 = (ω123 + 1)ν13 and so
on).
The space spanned by differential operators fb can be defined now as contain-
ing all linear combinations of ∂/∂xt and ∂/∂yt that commute with all eb. This can
be also put as follows. Look again at the r.h.s. of (44), but interpret each xt and yt
not as an operator, but simply as a complex variable. The r.h.s. of (44) is made,
in this interpretation, of ten linear functions—call them φb(x2345, . . . , y1234)—of
these variables. Then any fb must annihilate all φb(x2345, . . . , y1234).
The pentachoron weight is now easily seen to be proportional to the product
of delta functions:
W = const
∏
δ
(
φb(x2345, . . . , y1234)
)
, (45)
taken over any five linearly independent φb.
5.6 The 3–3 relation
The algebraic realization of Pachner move 3–3 in terms of delta function
weights (45) looks as follows:∫∫∫
W12345W12346W12356 dx1234 dy1234 dx1235 dy1235 dx1236 dy1236
= const
∫∫∫
W12456W13456W23456 dx1456 dy1456 dx2456 dy2456 dx3456 dy3456. (46)
Here is what must be explained about (46).
First, a multiplicative cocycle ω is given, that is, values ωs for all triangles s in
either side of the Pachner move, satisfying (28). We assume that ω is generic, in
particular, condition (42) holds. Second, the whole construction that has led us
to the weight W (45), now denoted as W12345, is repeated for each weight Wijklm
in (46), with the obvious substitution of indices 12345 7→ ijklm. Third, for our
delta function case, as against the relation (19), there is no need to introduce
weights with the wide tildes for ‘differently oriented’ pentachora.
Theorem 5. The equality (46) holds indeed.
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Proof. This can be proved using edge operators, along the same lines as we did in
Subsection 4.4. It can be checked, using computer algebra, that both sides of (46)
are, generically, nine-dimensional delta functions. Then, we can use only cluster
edge operators having no differential part, composed from the pentachoron edge
operators of the form (44) in the same way as in (22). Like in Subsection 4.4,
they are the same for the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of the move. What remains is one
more computer calculation to show that they span also a nine-dimensional linear
space.
6 Discussion of results
6.1 Fermionic and bosonic cases
We have shown in [2] that an adequate tool for constructing four-dimensional
Pachner move realizations is brought about by studying Gaussian pentachoron
weights using isotropic spaces of differential operators annihilating these weights.
In [2, 3, 4] we did it for fermionic (Grassmann–Gaussian) weights, while in the
present paper, we study the bosonic case.
We see that there are 2-cocycles hidden within both fermionic and bosonic
Gaussian pentachoron weights. There appears to be, however, a striking differ-
ence between these two cases: the 2-cocycles are additive in the fermionic case,
while they are multiplicative in the bosonic case.
6.2 Transition to finite characteristic
Of interest are variants of our bosonic construction for fields of finite character-
istic. Namely, we can use formal differential operators over such a field F, but
the pentachoron weight itself may remain complex if we use, instead of our usual
exponential, a homomorphism from the additive group of F into the multiplicative
group C∗.
6.3 Nontriviality
What we can expect to obtain, in the simplest one-boson case, from the construc-
tion proposed in Subsection 6.2, can be seen by comparing our Section 3 with the
paper [1]. Namely, in the light of our results, it is very likely that, essentially, all
‘discrete Gaussian weights’ are equivalent to one another, be they written in the
form [1, (1)–(4)], or in our canonical form (15), or somehow else. Even in this
case, however, the calculations in [1] show the nontriviality of the corresponding
four-manifold invariant.
As the two-boson case involves also a 2-cocycle—essentially its cohomology
class, as shown in [4, Section 7] for the fermionic case—and is thus fundamentally
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richer than the one-boson case, it definitely deserves further studying. Moreover,
even in the case of the trivial—identical unity—cocycle, there exist very nontrivial
‘hexagon cohomologies’ for discrete analogues of delta function weights! These
cohomologies lead to a very intriguing topological quantum field theory on four-
dimensional PL manifolds [5].
6.4 Interesting algebraic expression
Finally, the reader may find interesting our quantity (14), containing some, but
not all, terms of the determinant of a symmetric 5× 5 matrix F—namely those
that correspond to cyclic permutations.
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